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This Master thesis is focused on the womenwriters of Tornio Valley in Finland (Tornionlaakso
in Finnish) and their works. The beginning of thesis is to represent main points and aspects
of history and culture of this area. Also the period of the Finnish War was mentioned. As one
of results of this war, the eastern provinces of Sweden were established as the autonomous
Grand Duchy of Finland within Imperial Russia in 1809. The new Swedish-Russian borderline
appeared to be in Tornio Valley dividing these lands to the Finnish and Swedish parts: Tornio
Valley and Swedish Tornedalen. But regarding the language and culture these two parts
mostly are taken as one province, though the main goal of this work is to represent
condition of culture and literature there as well. Local language is also a point of interest.
Despite the fact of separation, on both banks of the Tornio River the local dialect of Finnish
language - so-called "Tornio Valley Finnish", also known as meänkieli (lit. our language) - was
kept. In Sweden it is assumed to be a separated language, whereas for Finns it's a dialect.
Also a church movement - pietism - is mentioned in this work, as a significant phenomena of
local and all-Finnish spiritual culture, described by Tornio Valley authors.
